RuCCS Marquee Course Series: Making a Mind with a Brain

What is a human mind? What is an animal mind? What properties do they share (if any)?

Wednesday, January 19, 2022
2PM - 5PM EST

What is a Marquee Course?
RuCCS Marquee courses are special graduate courses in which multiple faculty teach together in the same classroom at the same time to explore a shared area of expertise from diverse perspectives. These courses are intended to attract students from across the University and to be a highlight of the RuCCS experience for students and faculty alike.

Instructors:
- Prof. Kasia Bieszczad: kasia.bie@rutgers.edu
- Prof. Jenny Wang: jinjing.jenny.wang@rutgers.edu


All are welcome to join RuCCS Marquee Course Series

For future Course series, check here.